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About This Game

Past-paced action survival indie game with strategic choices!

Most games trick you! They make you believe you're improving at the game, when really you're unlocking things that make
your in-game character more powerful. Stabby Machine does not lie like this. When you do better than you were before, it's

because you really are doing better!

Because of this, Stabby Machine is a very difficult game.

Survive for as long as possible by collecting batteries, which are dropped by enemies!

Watch out! Your battery power drains faster and faster the longer you've been playing.
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You must choose wisely how many enemies to spawn. Too few and you'll run out of batteries, but too many and you'll be
overrun!

Controls:

Stabby follows the mouse (alternatively you can use W A S D).
You MUST GO CLOSE TO enemies to make them charge, then react quickly to dodge them!

If you succeed, the enemy becomes vulnerable and you can run up to it to stab it.

If you want a difficult open-ended challenge to overcome, then this game is certainly for you!

If you want to casually enjoy a new experience, this game can give you that too.

Enjoy!

No micro-transactions or in-game purchases.
None of that silly come-back-in-two-hours-or-pay-me-money stuff!
This game is designed to simply be fun, and feel rewarding to play.

Strategy

You choose how many enemies to spawn, and you choose when they charge at you. Different enemies spawn at different times.
This means you have to continuously make a tactical decision: How many of this type of enemy can I handle?

Feel free to write a review, it would help a lil' indie developer out a great deal!
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I own this game. Right NOW I can't find any of those games in my library. I thought they would always be visible, but I don't
see them in any of my folders. I remember really enjoying and getting into this game, and intrigued by the battles ... but then at
some point soon in every game it would start crashing after battles and I could never progress beyond a very short beginning.
Never close enough to really get to know it intimately. Very heart-breaking. Such an "almost lover". "What could have been". If
only we had been fated differently in this life, this game and I.. This is getting a thumb up purely in the hope that it means the
whole game will eventually be playable on the Vive. I love the Deus Ex games, but I actually stopped playing this one after
getting my vive, it just seemed so flat.. THIS GAME POGO STICKED ME TO FRUSTRATION!!!!!!
In all honesty this game is annoying, but challenging. Is it worth the money? In my opinion, no. It does provide a bit of
entertainment from a simplistic concept though.
I hope anyone who plays this does better than me!
Here is my play through: https:\/\/youtu.be\/OiJraJ6eRE4. These dudes might be better off selling sountracks if they don't
update this. Nice way to loose a great portion of time.. Enjoyable train. The actual A1 is a good looking beast and so is this
rendition, although it is lacking in detail and showing its age, but at the sale $4.49 price it's worth getting. Sounds are mediocre
but passable, and its easy to drive and get up some speed. The smoke and steam is also too low and a tad disaapointing, but all in
all, a nice loco.. Wow I gave this game a bad review at first beacause thought controls were ridiculous but after practicing
tutorials I have u turned...

THIS GAME IS TOTALLY AWESOME >>SERIOUSLY

I am a snowboarder my self and I'm hooked as its so damn realistic and beautiful...

Just one problem needs sorting...

Grinding and boardslides are a total joke...its impossible , easier in real life lol

Shame as other games that is often a highlight, they just need to update the rail grindig by allowing some sort of rail assistance,
just a small amount to help you get on it.

If this gets sorted then I give 100% if not....80%
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it's the greatest game of all time, cuz it's so♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥easy, but seriusly the AI could be a little more interesting. other than
that the game is the gratest game of all strategy games that I have played. This game is awesome for the 2$ price tag. Its
basically an old school arcade jet shooter game, but in VR. There are alot of other popular game types on the Vive such as the
sword type or the wave shooter type games, but to my knowledge this is the first Vive game, at least on Steam, that gives this vr
space shooter experience so I think its a great game to add to your collection. The environments look pretty nice also, and it
doesn't really make you motion sick even though the movement is artificial ( probably because the ship's position is always the
same relative to yourself ).
. dumb game very cheezy if you like dumb fun SHMUP games give her a go.. Very retro game, but a bit unstable, and it doesn't
quite do justice to its name and what it implies.

It is a very simple drawn god sim, where you first create land in an infinate oceanic environment, where then 2 survivors are
added. Then its just a matter of building houses, farms, mines and whatnot to facilitate the production of resources needed to
feed the inhabitants and the expansion of your settlement.

Like I said, the graphics are very simple, as is the sound \/ music. As is the interface, but I would even go further than just
calling it simple, as it is lacking as well; Some resources are simply not shown and others are insufficiently elaborated.

The help gives you some idea, but a lot of functionality simply doesn't seem to be in the game, such as the upgrading of
buildings. I got 1 building to try to upgrade, followed by a game crash...so...ya...there's that...

Might be something for the collectors out there that want a simple island editor, which is all it seems to be (again, you need to
actually create the island yourself), for a 5 minute break at work or something, because that is really all it is good for...

It seems like a project for a beginning developer (and one that has a LOOONG way to go), which is in itself not a bad thing. But
maybe it could use some more work, or not be made available to the public, or at least not Steam. This may not be the right
platform to publish this early work on. There are a lot of communities and platforms out there that this sort of thing is great for,
but Steam users generally expect a little bit...more.... This is a waste of time and money. The idea of a NEET simulator is the
best part about this game. There is absolutely nothing to tell you what things are or what you're supposed to do. Once you do
begin to play to try and figure things out, you very quickly realize that the game is even more excrutiating than watching an
actual NEET spend his day doing nothing.. Beautifully made classic adventure.
Amazing art design, The storyline is funny, bizarre with an absurd humor in a imaginative world.
I love CID. very frustrating game but a great play for a few min game :D
. Main "cloning" concept is very fresh and enjoyable, however a little confusing at the beginning. But once you figure it out in
your head, most puzzles will provide a lot of fun! The game could do a better job at teaching you some "tricks" which you need
to know to solve some puzzles, but with a bit of perseverance and "trial and error" tactics you can discover it yourself.

The music, story and the way story is told could be more polished, but these do not overshadow general fun of playing the game.
I hope more games with similar concept will be made in the future, as it has a potential to be even better.

Overall, a positive experience!
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